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Trimble® Ag Software is designed for farmers running modern growing operations that require 
streamlined connectivity and seamless workflows integrated between precision equipment 
running in the field, managers planning work in the office, and employees on the move 
everywhere in between. The Trimble Ag Software—Operations license allows growers to track 
equipment and operator performance, schedule work ahead of execution and analyze overall 
operational productivity in addition to the data connectivity required to keep a farm running.

Key Benefits
• Increase in-field work time and reduce operator 

error with field resources delivered by AutoSync™ or 
Direct Send

• Work ahead of operators to plan and deliver 
tomorrow’s Work Orders today

• Stay on top of equipment usage and reduce work 
delays with fleet tracking

• Save time every day with automatic collection and 
cloud upload of as-applied data

• Ease the burden of compliance requirements 
with auto-generated reports and direct data 
sharing capabilities

For farmers striving to optimize their operations at scale, 
Trimble Ag Software—Operations provides a range of tools 
enabling the flow of information from the cloud to the 
specific places it’s needed, when it’s needed. Farm managers 
can track equipment and operator performance in real time, 
reducing the time needed to communicate directly with farm 
staff throughout the day. 

Additional time and cost savings can be realized by planning 
work and scheduling equipment usage ahead of time from 
the office, while also reducing the chance of errors by 
remotely delivering the required field resources directly to 
the vehicle’s in-cab display. 

Finally, after-action productivity analysis from Trimble 
Ag Software—Operations supports greater operational 
efficiency in the future by allowing a breakdown of individual 
machine, job, operator and field performance.
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Designed to streamline farm workflows, Work Orders are a set of instructions 
for completing in-field tasks that are created on the Trimble Ag Software web or 
mobile app, and are then delivered to Trimble Precision-IQ™ displays to facilitate 
remote task setup. Farm managers can define details including fields, materials, 
implements, vehicles and operators for a specific display before operators even 
get in the cab. After an operator completes the field work, task status and data 
from the Work Order are wirelessly returned to the Trimble Ag Software cloud.

Fleet tracking tools are also included with Trimble Ag Software—Operations. 
Farmers can get real-time updates on their operation from both the web and 
Trimble Ag Mobile to make critical decisions that drive efficiency. Fleet users can 
track current and historical equipment locations, capture what their equipment is 
doing through the day and generate productivity reports. Activity that increases 
fuel costs and causes extra carbon emissions such as speeding, excessive idling 
and route deviation can be easily identified, while operator performance is 
increased by monitoring productivity.

Key Features
• Field Manager resource creation

• AutoSync or Direct Send 
resource sharing

• Work Order, management zone and 
prescription creation and sending

• Live and historical vehicle activity 
with fleet tracking

• Automated reports with all task 
details and map layers
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Farmers using the AutoSync feature save time and eliminate errors with the automated transfer of field resources and 
as-applied data between connected displays, mobile devices, and the cloud platform. Working in the background, AutoSync 
ensures everyone in the farm operation is working from the same playbook by automatically syncing all field, boundaries, 
guidance lines, materials, implements, vehicles and operators.


